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Abstract: 

The flourishing packets delivery up to destination is necessary for better network performance. The Mobile unexpected network  

(MANET) is the dynamic network. In MANET group of nodes are capable to create a temporary dynamic link without the 

support of any centralized admin istration and stuck infrastructure. As a result of the absence of central controller it's tough to 

provide the reliable and secure communicat ion in Mobile ad hoc network. That’s why the protection is one of the foremost 

significant issues in MANET.  In this research we focus on and proposed security against DoS and routing attack. The DoS attack 

and routing attack is a type of attack that are work together in dynamic network and performing misbehavior by consume link 

capacity and drop of data packets. However in network if sender has begun data transmission then in that case the both of the 

attacker mutual malicious behavior has produce a remarkab le dump performance. In proposed security analysis we proposed a 

novel Detection and Prevention Security Algorithm against both mutual attacks. In this research we compare the performance of 

four protocols first normal OLSR routing, OLSR routing with mutual attack, R-OLSR and P-OLSR (Proposed). The proposed 

scheme is use the valuable flooding and dropping identification technique and secures the mobile Ad hoc network 

communicat ion. The behavior of both of the attacker is different and fist time there malicious behavior is indentified in OLSR 

routing. The proposed scheme is able to provide secure communication and also improves the network performance.  Through our 

proposal we present secure as well as reliable communication in network from wormhole attack and compare the performance of 

different scenarios on the bases of parameter like packet delivery magnitude relation, throughput and routing load. 

 

Index Terms: MANET, security, OLSR, P-OLSR, R-OLSR, DoS, Routing, and Attacker 
 

1.   INTRODUCTION 

 

A MANET is a collection of mobile devices which are 

connected by wireless links without the use of any fixed  

infrastructures or centralized access points. In MANET, each  

node acts not only as a host but also as router to forward 

messages for other nodes that are not within the same direct  

wireless transmission range. Each device in  a MANET is free 

to move independently in any direction, and will therefore 

change its links to other devices frequently. MANETs are 

much more vulnerable and are susceptible to various kinds of 

security attacks. Routing protocols in MANET can be 

classified into two categories: reactive protocol and proactive 

protocol. In proactive routing protocols, all nodes need to 

maintain a consistent view of the network topology. When a 

network topology changes, respective updates must be 

propagated throughout the network to notify the change. 

Reactive routing protocols for mobile ad hoc networks are also 

called "on-demand" routing protocols. In a reactive routing 

protocol, routing paths are searched for when needed. Issues of 

OLSR are that it needs more bandwidth and energy resources, 

overhead, no support for multicast and security. Since the 

MANET assumes a trusted environment, security is major 

issue. OLSR does not specify any special security measures. 

As a result, OLSR is vulnerable to various kinds of attacks 

such as flooding attack, link withholding attack, replay attack, 

DOS attack and colluding mis-relay attack [9-13].  

 

2. LITERATURE S URVEY  

 

Balaji S. Shivanakar, Sandeep A. Thorat [1] “Addressing Node 

Isolation Attack in OLSR Protocol” In this title we observe the 

network vulnerabilities of a pre-active routing protocol. 

Analyzing attacks on optimized links states routing (OLSR) 

protocol which is proactive, we propose a reputation base 

mechanis m for prevention attacks. The mechanism is useful 

for securing the OLSR protocol against the denial of service 

attacks. Our mechanis m is capable of finding whether a node is 

presenting correct network topology information or not by 

confirming its hello message. The experimental simulat ion 

result show the protocol is able to achieve routing security 

mechanis m with increasing throughout, packet delivery 

frequency and control overhead. Our proposed mechanism is 

light weight because the protocol does not include with high 

computational complexity for securing OLSR protocol against 

the node isolation attacks in MANETs. 

 

This mechanism brings few modification and still compatible 

with the OLSR protocol. In order to evaluate network 

parameter by using network simulat ion (NS2) tool. K.Urmila 

Vidhya, M. Mohana Priya [2] “A Novel Technique for 

Defending Routing Attacks in OLSR MANET” In this title we 

analyze the vulnerabilities of a pro-act ive routing protocol 

called OLSR (Optimized link s tate routing) in MANET. We 

investigate the various routing attacks that can be launched in 

OLSR. Analyzing the attack, we propose a mechanism to 

secure the OLSR protocol from specific routing attack known 

as node isolation attack.  

 

Prof.Vaishnavi.J.Deshmukh, Prof. Sapna.S.Kaushik [3] 

“Routing Attack Survey for Mobile Ad hoc Network” in this 

title Early work in MANET research has mainly focused on 

developing an efficient routing mechanis m in such a highly 

dynamic and resource constrained network. At present, several 

efficient routing protocols have been proposed for MANET. 

Most of these protocols assume a trusted and cooperative 

environment. However, in the presence of malicious nodes, the 

networks are vulnerable to various kinds of attacks. In 
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MANET, routing attacks are particularly serious. In this title, 

we investigate the state-of-the-art of security issues in 

MANET. In particular, we examine routing attacks, such as 

link spoofing and colluding misrelay attacks, as well as 

countermeasures against such attacks in existing MANET 

protocols. 

 

 S.Bhavani, S.Kanchana Devi, K.Jaisharma(AP)[4] “Detection 

of Isolation Attack in OLSR on MANET” In this title  we 

introduce a solution to protect OLSR protocol from node 

isolation attack by using the same strategy used by the attack 

itself. Megha Eileen Varghese, Perumal Sankar, [5] “A Secure 

OLSR against Dos Attack in Ad-Hoc Networks” In this title, 

we consider a specific type of DoS attack called as the node 

isolation attack in OLSR, a proactive routing protocol. A 

technique called Eliminating Malicious node in OLSR (EM -

OLSR) is considered in which we detect and eliminate the 

malicious node in the network with the help of control packets 

and then protect these packets using Hardy algorithm.   

 

L.M.Mary Jelba, S.Gomath i,[6] “Mitigating Different Attacks 

in OLSR Protocol –A Survey” In this title, we surveyed 

various techniques and methods used to mitigate different 

types of attacks and security threads in OLSR protocol. In this 

paper overview of OLSR, features of OLSR along with the 

attack detection and mitigation techniques comparisons are 

made. 

 

 Bounpadith Kannhavong, Hidehisa Nakayama,,Abbas 

Jamalipour [7] “Analysis of the Node Isolation Attack Against 

OLSR-based Mobile Ad Hoc Networks” This tit le identifies a 

new routing attack, called Node Isolation attack, against 

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol, one of the 

four standard routing protocols for MANETs. We analyze in  

detail and demonstrate the impact of this attack in order to 

show the necessity for a countermeasure to guard against the 

attack. As a first step to defend against the attack, we present a 

simple technique to detect the attack and identify the source of 

the attack.  

 

Yuvan Shankar R K, Prof Rama Prabha K P, Prof Jayanthi R 

[8] “DISCOVERY AGAINST NODE ISOLATION ATTACK 

ON MANET AND IT’S NODE REMOVAL” In this paper, we 

suggest a solution to defend such a type of attacks in the OLSR 

protocol from the DOS attack by using the same mechanism 

used for attacking the network. Using Denial Contradiction of 

Fictit ious node (DCFN) mechanis m we can access the 

fictit ious nodes in network. We suggest a solution for this type 

of isolation attacks and also other similar DOS attacks on 

OLSR and the system recovery without system 

reconfiguration.  

 

Tripti Sharma, Leenu Singh [9] “A Detection Technique for 

Identity Based Attacks in Clustered Mobile Ad-hoc Networks” 

In this title, a detection mechanism has been proposed to find 

out the attacker which fools the other nodes in the network by 

using more than one identity at a time. The detection approach 

is based on the fact that all the illegit imately acquired identities 

of an attacker travel together on a single physical device.  

 

3. PROPOS ED WORK:  

 

Proactive routing in mobile ad-hoc network is suitable while 

node motion is controllable manner, because it work table 

driven based approach. In the table driven or proactive routing 

generate the table in shortest path mechanism. While the 

communicat ion break through some reasons and search the 

route after some time, than the sender initially route search 

within the previously created table and if destination not found 

than re-broadcast the route and established new path that is 

drawback of the proactive routing protocol. MANET faces 

number of challenges due to unstructured network or node 

mobility such as security, energy and congestion problem. But 

security is a one measure challenge, because network are de-

centralized manner are spread over environment, where attacks 

are physical layer to application layers are open. In our 

proposed approach our basic objective to control the network 

and data link layer attack under optimal link state routing 

(OLSR), in prev ious work security mechanism only routing 

layer secure are detected but in our mechanis m more enhance 

method are used to prevent dual layer security.  

 

 For that purpose we analyze the network behaviour for 

identifying different attack under different layers, that helps to 

detection of network and data link layer attack and provide 

strength to prevention mechanism. During the data link layer 

attack, attacker node spread the unwanted data in exponential 

manner and capture the ideal nodes from the network, that 

spread over the whole network in gradually manner that type 

of symptoms set as denial of attacks and detect based on 

network traffic identification as well as unwanted data flood by 

per second manner and further prevent it.  

 

Next attacker is a network layer attack and that is difficult to 

detect because in the network layer various type of attack 

present i.e. blackhole, wormhole, grayhole and route capturing 

etc. but symptoms nearly common to all that is node ip 

modification and gaining the benefits by the data capturing 

from sender nodes, network layer attacks are detected by ip 

tracing mechanism, while ip address of destination are updated 

it means network layer attacker are modified the routing table 

for self gaining.  

 

Those attacks detect through watching the profile of network 

and then apply prevention mechanism, preventer nodes those 

are selected whose motion is slower and cover the maximum 

nodes, which treated like packet and behaviour watcher of its 

entire neighbour.  

 

Working of preventer node initiated from route establishment 

face. While the sender sends the data or routing packets 

through intermediate node and that node update the routing 

table/modified destination node or drop data or capture than 

preventer node immediately response to sender regarding false 

node, so eliminated route are established else preventer node 

block the attacker node that behaviour under the route attack, 

another attack is denial of service attack that type of attack 

protect through data analyzing or filtering methodology and 

blocking, in this type of attack, attacker spread unwanted data 

with unrecognised format data in unlimited range with every 

seconds while that packet traced by the preventer node than 

initially watch its symptoms and it match with unknown type 

of data than preventer block that type of packets and identifies 

the attacker node id, while detected the attacker nodes than 

block it and remove the denial of service attack from the 

network. 

 

4. PROPOS ED ALGORITHM:  

 

In this section we describe about proposed algorithm for 

prevention of denial of service and routing attack using IP 

modification detection and data filtering methodology. That 
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proposed algorithm provide the two layer security namely data 

link and routing layer under OLSR routing protocol. 
 

Initialization: 

W: set of mobile nodes 

T: transmitter nodes 

R: Receiver nodes 

C: intermediate nodes  

Ψ: Radio Range 

U: attacker node 

ipr: destination ip address 

ipt: transmitter ip address 

rtable: route table 

rpkt: route packet 

P: p reventer node 

 

Output: type of attack, attacker node, pdr, throughput 

Routine: 

 

 Execute OLSR routing for route establishment  

 T search route in rtable  

 If R exist in rtable then 

 Send data(T,R, data) 

  Else 

  Bcast_rpkt_OLSR(T,R, rpkt) 

   While C in Ψ && C != R do 

  C create rtable entry (T, R, C) 

  Forward (T, R, C, rpkt) to next C 

   End do 

   If C == R then 

  R update /create rtable(T,R,C)  

   Send data (T, R, data) 

   End if 

 End if 

Attack Detection and Prevention 

P execute to watch its neighbours 

 If C in Ψ && C != R then 

  P check C ip address 

  Store ip of C in p_table 

 While T brorcast r_pkt do 

  C U 

  C update (ipc = ipr) 

  C send acknowledge to T 

 P found (C update ipr as ipc) 

  Block the C as U node 

 End do  

If U broadcast unknown packet to W-1 nodes then 

 Wi ideal 

 Wi receives unknown packets  

 P check (U data) 

  If (data != tcp||udp) then 

   U data as unknown 

   P block the U node  

   Broadcast U information to 

W-1 nodes 

  End if 

End if 

End if 

 

5. SIMULATION PARAMETERS: 

 

The simulat ion parameters are considered for simulat ion is 

mentioned in Table 1. According to these simulat ion 

parameters the simulat ion of normal OLSR routing, DoS with 

routing attacker in OLSR routing, existing ROLSR and 

proposed Security against DoS in OLSR routing is performing. 

The scenario of nodes in these entire networks is almost same.     

TABLE .1. S IMULATION PARAMETERS  

 

Simulator Used  NS-2.31  

Number of nodes 50  

Dimension of    

simulated area  

800m×800m  

Routing Protocol  OLSR, ROLSR, POLSR 

Simulation time   100 sec. 

Traffic type  (TCP &   

UDP) 

FTP & CBR  

Attack Type Denial of Service Attack,  

Routing Attack 

Prevention Type Header Identification and node  

blocking  

Packet size  1024 bytes 

Number of t raffic  

connections  

6  

Node movement at  

maximum Speed  

Random  

Transmission range  250m  

 

6. RES ULT 

 

6.1 DoS and Routing Attacker Analysis  

The attacker aim in network is to flood the unwanted huge 

number of packets in network that’s why the nodes processing 

capability and link between the nodes are crowded. The DoS 

with routing attacker detection in detected by proposed 

security scheme is mentioned in table 2. In this table the node 

number, packet capture by attacker and attacker loss 

percentage mentioned. About one third of the 100% is only 

degrades by attacker rest of the normal performance is affected 

by attacker is not counted.     

 

Table 2(a) 

 

DoS Attacker Packet  

Capture 

Percentage of  

Infection 

49 1450 36.6 

 

The routing attacker behavior is completely d ifferent from the 

DoS attack in network. These behaviors are to consume the 

data packets sending by senders in network. In this table 2 (b) 

the malicious performance of routing  attacker is evaluated by 

proposed security scheme and observe that two nodes are 

detected as malicious that drop the data packets and their 

percentage ratio is also about 41%. The proposed scheme is 

improves and block that attacker performance. 
 

Table 2(b) 
 

Routing  

Attacker 

Packet  

Capture 

Percentage of  

Infection 

28 990 24.99 

34 658 16.61 

 

6.2 Packet Delivery Ratio Analysis 

The Performance in term of percentage ratio of data packet 

receiving from sending is calculated through Packet Delivery  

Ratio (PDR) in dynamic network. The packet dropping from 

sending is shows the lesser amount of packets receiving in  

network. That degrades the network performance. In this graph 
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the PDR analysis of four different scenarios are compare like 

original OLSR routing, OLDR routing in presence of DoS and 

routing attack , Existing ROLSR scheme and proposed 

detection and prevention security scheme against DoS attack 

with OLSR routing (P-OLSR)  in MANET. The performance 

in presence of attack is almost negligib le in network but 

performance pdf proposed prevention (POLSR) is highest in 

network, it provides about 95% data delivery. The performance 

of proposed protocol is also better than existing R-OLSR i.e. 

almost equal to normal routing performance.  

 

 
Figure.1. PDR Performance Analysis 

 

6.3 Attack Percentage Analysis 

The DoS with routing attacker detection in detected by 

proposed security scheme is mentioned in given graph. The 

routing attacker behavior is completely different from the DoS 

attack in network. These behaviors are to consume the data 

packets sending by senders in network. In this graph loss 

percentage in case of Routing (R-Infect ion %) is maximum 

41% and malicious performance of DoS infection and calculate 

infection about 36% and 15% in network.      

 

 
Figure .2. Attacker Loss Percentage Analyses 

 

7. CONCLUS ION & FUTURE WORK 

 

The absence of centralized admin istration is creating the 

problem in communication especially in presence of attack. If 

the attacker is attack on that network then in that case no 

doubt, very difficult to identify them because of continuously 

movement of mobile nodes. The attacker position is not fixed  

due that it is necessary to apply the security scheme to catch 

the attacker malicious activities. Security is a very important 

issue for deployment of MANET. Security is such a very 

important feature that it should well confirm the success and 

intensive deployment of MANET. In MANET a variety of 

attacks are exist but in this research we consider the mutual 

effect of DoS attack and routing attack. This attacker attack is 

performs the malicious activity by flooding of unwanted 

packets and drop data packets by forward false reply of link on 

path in between sender to receiver. The proposed scheme is to 

observe malicious nodes misbehavior and stop their malicious 

activities. This protection scheme provides the protection 

against DoS attack and routing attack and provides secure 

communicat ion in dynamic network. The infection just in case 

of security theme is totally removes in network. The network 

performance is totally down by mutual effect of attacker and 

not one packet is received in network. However proposed IPS 

scheme improves performance makeable or more than 

traditional OLSR routing.  The performance of four protocols 

is compare including proposed secure routing. The normal 

performance evaluated through traditional OLSR, the attacker 

mutual effect is measure from Attack-OLSR, the third one is 

the recent security scheme is considered i.e. R-OLSR and at 

last the performance of P-OLSR is evaluated. The proposed 

scheme is reduces the packet dropping that is occur due to 

presence of attacker mutual effect and also improves the packet 

receiving. The performance of proposed scheme (P-OLSR) is 

better than R-OLSR existing secure routing technique in 

MANET. The novel proposed scheme is improves the 

performance of network and provides the attacker free 

environment. In future we tend to additionally examine the 

mutual behavior of d ifferent attacks like Jamming attack and 

Selfish attack and take a look at to create the protection 

schemes on that and additionally consider the performance of 

different routing protocols like AODV, DSDV in presence of 

attack. The novel proposed security scheme is applied on 

mutual behavior of jamming and selfish attack and compares 

the performance of existing security scheme with new security 

scheme.  
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